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No. 4019AM: Designated DED TMG. Takes the digit phase from either a clock (transmitting) or receiving converter (receiv
ing). It generates positive digit pulses called +<I>M, delivers negative digit pulses called -<l>M, and delivers negative pulses 
called -<l>T. It provides the timing for associated logic networks. 

No. 4019AN: Designated XMTG TMG 1/2. Takes pulses from the digit generator and distributes them to transmitting logic net
works. Combines odd digits and distributes them as <l>M for channel 1 and <l>T for channel 2, while it also combines the even 
digits to provide <l>T for channel 1 and <l>M for channel 2. Removes digits 1 and 8 from the line under certain alarm conditions. 
Matches the code output to the input of the transmitting converter. 

No. 4019AP: Designated RCVG TMG 1/2. Takes pulses from a digit generator and distributes them to receiving logic networks. 
Combines odd digits and distributes them as <l>M for channel 1 and <l>T for channel 2, while it also combines even digits to pro
vide <l>T for channel 1 and <l>M for channel 2. Loads and adapts the +PCM and -PCM pulses from the receiving converter 
before applying them to the receive logic networks. 

No. 4019AR: Designated XMTG TMG 1/2 & 4/8. Accepts both positive and negative digits and redistributes as +<1>M, -<l>M, 
-<l>T. Provision is made for five chamiels, four at group rate (1/8) and one at supergroup rate (1/2). Single digits are used 
for group rate channels. Odd and even digits are combined in separate OR gates to produce supergroup rate phases for 
channel 5. 

No. 4019AS: Designated RCVG TMG 1/2 & 4/8. Accepts negative digits and redistributes them as -<l>M and -<l>T. Provision is 
made for five channels, four at group rate (1/8) and one at supergroup rate (1/2). 

No. 4019AT: Designated TST GEN. Provides a two-level digital signal which is used for lineup and testing of interface and line
connecting network in TlWB-1 and TlWB-2 wideband banks. The generator may be driven from a sinusoidal oscillator and is 
useful over the frequency range of 1 kHz to 250 kHz. For testing purposes it is plugged into a receiving logic slot. 

No. 4019A U: Designated PULS HGT MEAS . Testboard for detecting the presence or amplitude of electrical pulses with a stand
ard de voltmeter. 
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